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Darts cette note, je pr&sente de nouveaux r6sultats ur les treilli.~ orthomodulaires, obtenus 
depuis 1980. Vingt ~ trente article de recherche ont 6t~ publi6s sur ce sujet, ainsi qu'un certain 
nombre de livres. 
Les articles de recherche concement: 
(a) Les propri6tgs alg~briques des orthostructures, en particulier les automorphismes (Cas- 
toral), les congruences (Sehweigert), diff6rentes orthocompl6mentations (Dietz), les polyn6mes 
(Beran), les treillis orthomodulaires ayant tm hombre fmi de blocs (Bruns--Greeehie). 
(b) Les graphes de Greeehie de hauteur fmie reprgsentant des treillis orthomodulaires 
(Diehtl). 
(c) Certaines questions de logique concernant les ortho-th6ories (Goldblatt, MeNulty), un 
probl~me de plongement (Heitmann) et des probl~mes de d6eidabilit~ (Sehulte M6ntig). 
(d) Les mesures (Gensheimer) et les observables (Dorninger). 
(e) Les repr6sentations d'orthostruetures, en particulier par des semi-groupes (Kuhn, 
I_~ger), et par des structures topologiques (Iturrioz). 
(f) Les classes 6quationnelles d'orthostructures (Bruns, Godowski, Greechie). 
Les livres concernent les treilli.q orthomodulaires n g6n6ral (Kalmbach), les treiUis et la 
logique quantique (Beltrametti--Cassinelli, Maeda), les probabilitgs de transition sur les 
g6om6tries continues (Von Neumann; Halperin ed.). 
Deux livres sont en projet, run sur la logique quantique (L. Beran), l'autre sur les mesures et 
les treillis de projecteurs (H. Gensheimer et G. Kalmbach). 
Introduction 
In this note I present new results found for orthomodular lattices since 1980. 
Twenty to thirty research papers have been written. There are also several books 
related to the subject. 
The research articles (Section 1) are on 
(a) algebraic properties of orthostructures, in particular on automorphisms 
(Castoral), congruences (Schweigert), different orthogonalities (Dietz), polyno- 
mials (Beran), orthomodular lattices with finitely many blocks (Bruns--Greechie); 
(b) Greechie-graphs of finite height representing orthomodular lattices 
(Dichtl); 
(c) logical questions in connection with ortho-theories (Goldblatt, McNulty), 
embeddability (He~lmann) and word problems (Schulte M6nting); 
(d) measures (Gensheimer) and observables (Dorninger); 
(e) representations of orthostructures, in particular semigroup representations 
(Kuhn, I_Anger) and topological representations (Iturrioz); 
(f) varieties of orthostructures (Bruns, Godowski, Greechie). 
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The books (Section 2) deal with orthomodular lattices in general (Kalmbach), 
with lattices and quantum logics (Beltrametti-Cassinelli, Maeda) and with transi- 
tion probabilities on continuous geometries (von Neumann; Halperin ed.). There 
is a book planned by L. Beran on quantum logics and also some lecture notes on 
measures and projection lattices by H. Gensheimer and G. Kalmbach. 
1. Research artides 
(a) L. Beran [2] gives a new criterium for an element e of an orthomodular 
lattice L to be central: Call a quotient b/a an allele if there exists a finite 
sequence of quotients bda~, 0 <~ i <~ n, such that b0 = b, a0 = a, b, = d, a~ = c and 
either b~-z is a relative complement of a~ in the interval [ai-1, bi] or a~_l is a 
relative complement of b~ in the interval [o~, hi-fi; in such a case we also write 
b/a 7 "~ d/c. An element e is central itt for every pair of elements a, b ~ e with e/a, 
b/e alleles hie 7",aela does not hold. The proof makes use of a lemma from an 
earlier paper of the author and of the fact that central elements of L are exactly 
those not belonging to the middle row in a sublattice Ms of L. Beran then studies, 
m and continues these investigations in Beran [3], - -  polynomials in finitely 
generated orthomodular lattices. If in a polynomial expression p(cl, c2 , . . . ,  c~)= 
b any two elements commute and if a commutes with b then ck commutes with 
p(cz , . . . ,  ck-x, a, Ck+x, • • •, C,) for 1 ~< k ~< n. The proof of this result, as well as its 
weaker forms mentioned in these papers, follows from Greechie's theorem: Let S 
be a non-empty subset of an orthomodular lattice L such that for every three- 
element subset at least one of the elements commutes with the other two then the 
sublattice of L generated by S is distributive. The result cannot be extended to 
the subalgebra generated by S since there are counterexamples in M02. 
For products of OML, R. Castoral showed wreath-product decompositions of
their automorphism groups; this may also be a consequence of more general 
known automorphism group-decompositions for lattices (H. Bauer, R. Wille). 
D. Schweigert [23] made the remark that every orthomodular lattice L is an 
algebra of a Malcev variety. L is simple iff it has, as a lattice, only trivial 
tolerances. These are binary relations on L which are reflexive, symmetric and 
compatible with the operations of L. The proof uses the fact that a binary relation 
0 on L is a congruence relation iff 0 is reflexive, symmetric and compatible with 
join and meet. 
(b) M. Diehtl characterized Greechie diagrams representing orthomodular lat- 
tices (posets) of finite height. Recall, that a Greechie diagram of a finite Boolean 
algebra 2" is a line (segment) with a distinguished set of n points, two of them 
drawn as its endpoints, i.e. e _- -~ or ~ for 2 a. If in a family {Bi}i~z of 
finite Boolean algebras every two members intersect in a subalgebra, the set 
theoretic union I.Ji~z B~ may have a GTeechie diagram, with lines for every B~ as 
above, in which different members B~, B i clearly can be recognized. For  instance, 
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if B~ has the atoms au, a2i, a3i, a4i for 0~<i<~3 and au=a3(~+x)a2~=a4o+~) (i 
rood 4) holds then a Greechie diagram of Bo- "- B3 is 
The pertinent notions for orthomodular Greechie diagrams are starlets and 
n-circles. Let P be a finite set and L a subset of its power set. The elements of P 
are called points, the dement of L lines. (If we start out with a finite orthomodu- 
lar lattice M then P is the set of atoms of M and every line in L consists of the 
atoms from exactly one block in M.) A starlet in (P, L) is a quadruple (f0, • - •, f3) 
of lines with 
(i) ~_~_~U~+~ (i mod4), 
(ii) fonf2=finf3. 
_ M,'~n-1 is an n-circle in (P, L) if Le tMic~L  forO<~-i<~-n-l. Thesequence((~, i,i--o 
M~_ ~+1 and M~ NM~+I=0 (i rood n) hold. A starlet fro,- . - ,  [3) is central to a 
4-circle ((~, M~-))~ffio f M~ _/~ fq~+~ (i mod 4). 
Theorem 1. (P, L)  is the Greechie diagram of a linite onhomodular lattice i f /the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) Every point p ~ P lies in a line l e L; 
(b) Two lines either coincide or every one of them contains two atoms which do 
not belong to the other; 
(c) I f  the atoms of one line • are contained in the set'theoretic union fo U f2 of 
two other lines fo, f2 then there exists a line f3 such that ( fo , . . . ,  f3) is a starlet; 
(d) For every set of lines fl, gx, bo, b2 with f l  O gx ~_ bo U b2, the union 
(fl N gx nbo) o ((fi U gx) n g2) is a line; 
(e) Every 4-circle has a central starlet. 
t 
Condition (a) ensures that atoms (points) are in at least one block (line). (b) 
expresses the fact that two finite Boolean algebras which intersect in a common 
subalgebra coincide if all, except possibly one, of their atoms coincide. 
(c) means that every subdiagram of the form 
has a complet ion  to a starlet. 
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Condition (e) ensures the existence of suprema, for instance 
has a completion by a central starlet 
Conditions (c) and (d), finally, make sure that enough lines exist in the given 
diagram and blocks (lines) intersect in subalgebras,m(d) is a symmetric ondition; 
as an example, 
b 0 b 2 
1 
has completions of the form 
fl Ngl Nbo (fl U gl ) N b 2 
This result of Dichtl generalizes Greechie's well-known loop-lemma nd can be 
formulated, without using Greechie diagrams, as follows: Assume L is a chain- 
finite poset which is the set-theoretic union of Boolean algebras {Bi}i~ satisfying: 
(a) no Bi is properly contained in some B i, 
(/3) Bi n Bi is a subalgebra of Bi and Bj on which the induces structures 
coincide, 
(~/) for every m~BiOBj there exists a starlet (fo,...,fa) such that me 
foO- - 'N /3  and for the intervals [0, m]i in ~ holds [0, ro t=[0 ,  mt+l  (i mod4). 
The order on L shall be induced by the given orders on the B~ and a 'unary map' 
can be defined on L by making use of the ortho-complementations on the Bi. The 
notion of an n-circle (starlet) can be reformulated for L and is then called an 
n-cycle ( astroid). 
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Theorem 2. L is an onhomodular lattice if] every 4-cycle has a central astroid. 
U. Dietz answered positively a question raised by G. Bruns: Is there an 
example of a bounded lattice which admits two orthocomplementations in such a 
way that the resulting ortholattices are orthomodular (OML), but not isomorphic. 
The example has 85 atoms and can be computer-tested on the property OML in 
two ways: by multiplying its orthogonality matrix with itself and checking the 
entries of the product matrix or by making use of M. Dichtl's computer-program: 
as input the atoms and blocks of the example are given, as output either 
non-existing suprema (or blocks) are criticized or the example is an OML. 
(c) M.M. Denneau observed that the equational theory of the lattice ca(H) of 
closed subspaces of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space H is decidable and is 
precisely the set of identities valid in the class of all lattices. Moreover, the free 
lattice on countably many generators c/an be embedded in ca(H). 
From a result of Kalmbach it follows that the free orthomodular lattice on n 
generators contains the free lattice on n generators as a sublattice. This was used 
by G. McNulty to conclude that the first order theory of orthomodular lattices is 
undecidable since the first order theory of lattices is undecidable. Orthomodular- 
ity is not elementary was stated by R. Goldblatt [14] since a pre-Hilbert subspace 
P (which is not orthomodular) of a separable Hilbert space H (which is or- 
thomodular) is elementary equivalent to H in the first-order language of a single 
binary relation ± of orthogonality. This is shown by moving every dement of H 
inside P where an automorphism of H is used which leaves a prescribed finite 
subset of P fixed. In particular, P is an elementary substructure of H. 
Countably complete, modular ortholattices M do not contain, as sublattices, all 
modular ortholattices. This follows from C. Herrmann [16] where a three- 
generated modular ortholattice of infinite height is constructed which contains an 
infirfite, orthogonal sequence S of non-zero, pairwise perspective lements. This 
lattice is a non-trivial ultraproduct of lattices L, of subspaces of O-vector spaces 
with distinguished generating subspaces A,, A ' ,  Cn and/9,  which are quadruples 
$3(2n,-1), in the sense of Gel'fand and Ponomarev, of defect -1  over the 
rationals. A sequence S, with the properties given above, cannot exist in M. 
Word problems of orthostructures are among the subjects treated in J. Schulte 
M6nting [22]: The general word problem for (firfitdy presented) ortho- 
(complemented) lattices OCL is solvable. This follows from the fact that OCL 
admits, (as also Boolean algebras do), cut elimination, 
CUTa :::> b b ==> c 
a :::> c 
can be eliminated in OCL proofs and the given calculus for OCL, minus the rule 
CUT, is decidable. The author conjectures that his method does not apply to the 
word problem for orthomodular lattices, but that it might be possible to find a 
(not necessarily binary) relation (as <~), in the form of 2-dimensional diagrams 
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instead of sequents, in order to describe the OM-word problem adequately by a 
constructive calculus. 
(d) Spectral resolutions are used in D. Dorninger [10] to define meet- and 
join-operations between observables. Here observables are or-homomorphisms of 
the Borel sets of the real line into some orthomodular or-lattice L. If L is 
or-continuous then these operations give a lattice structure on the set of observa- 
bles; if L is arbitrary they give rise to lattices of observables in case the 
observables commute. 
H. Gensheimer develops an orthomodular measure theory. Classical Boolean 
results are generalized whenever this is possible. This makes it necessary to 
discuss also properties of the underlying orthostructure. A map a from an 
ortholattice L into the extended, non-negative real numbers is a prestate if a 
orthogonal b ( a, b E L ) implies et ( a v b ) = a ( a ) + t~ (b ) ; a is a premeasure if A c_L 
orthogonal and countable implies a (V  A)=~,a~Aa(a) whenever V A exists. 
Prestates atisfy: a (0 )=0 or a - -~;  a<~b, a(a), a(b') finite imply a(bAa ' )= 
a(b) -a (a ) ;  they are not always subtractive--which means that a~b,  a(a) finite 
imply a (bAa ' )= a(b) -a (a )mbut  they are subtractive if L is orthomodular. A
premeasure on an orthomodular or-lattice L is called a measure. For such a 
measure a on L holds o~(V a" )~ a(a") whenever a" eL,  a"C(a lv ."  "va"-t)  
(n >~ 2). If a is a prestate on L then the following equivalences and implications 
between conditions (1) to (4), defined below, hold: (1) ¢:} (2) :~ (3) ::), (4). If 
a is finite, that is a(1)<o0, then all conditions are equivalent. 
These conditions are: 
(1) et is a measure; 
(2) a"eL ,  heN,  a"~<a"+~ a(Va" )= l ima(a" ) ;  
(3) a, EL, heN,  a">~a"+~, there exists n0e~ with a(a"o)<Oo imply a (A  a,)= 
l ima(a,) ;  
(4) a"EL,  heN,  a"~a"+~,Aa"=0,  there exists n0eN with a (a~)<~ imply 
lira a(a") = 0. 
(e) L. Iturrioz [17] has defined an orthomodular space as a triple S=(X, J', ±) 
such that (X, if) is a topological space and ± is an irrellcxivc, symmetric (binary) 
relation on X satisITing the conditions (i) to (vii) below. If X is the set of proper 
filters on an orthomodular lattice L, ± is Goldblatt's orthogonality relation (U L V 
if there exists a e L with a ~ U and a' e V) and if the topology ~ on X has as a 
subbase for the open sets the image of elements of L in P(X) together with their 
set-theoretical complements then S(L)= (X, ~r, _1_) is an orthomodular space. 
Conversely, if S =(X, J ,  Z) is an orthomodular space then the set L(S) of clopen 
(closed an open in the topology if) subsets A of X which satisfy the condition (ii) 
below carries, in a natural way, the structure on an orthomodular lattice. 
Moreover, L(S(L)) is isomorphic to L and S(L(S)) is ortho-homeomorphic to S. 
In the case of a Boolean algebra L this isomorphism from L to L(S(L))  is the 
Stone representation theorem and S(L) is the Stone space of L. 
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The above mentioned conditions of an orthomodular space S = (X, if, _1_) are: 
(i) (z Z x iff z _L y) implies x = y; 
for a subset A of X we define the condition 
(ii) A = A L± and M ±±= A for every maximal orthogonal subset M of A, 
where A ±= {x ~ X Jx ± a for all a in A}; on X we define a partial order ~< by 
x~<y if for all z in X, z±y implies z.l_x; 
(iii) If x ~ y then there exists a clopen subset A of X satisfying (ii) such that x 
is not in A and y is in A;  
(iv) If x is orthogonal to y then there exists a clopen subset A of X satisfying 
(ii) such that x is in A and y is in A z; 
(v) L(S) U{B c_ X J C(B) e L(S)} is a subbase for if; 
(vi) If, for elements A, B1 , . . . ,  Bn of L(S), A is contained in B1U. - -UBn 
then there exists an j, 1 ~< ] <~ n, such that A ~ Bj; 
(vii) L(S) is a subortholattice of R(X) = {A c_ X J A = A±x}. 
Observe, that for an (irreflexive, symmetric) orthogonality relation I on X the set 
R(X) ,  ordered by inclusion, is a complete ortholattice with A- ->A ± as its 
orthocomplementation. 
L. Iturrioz [18] contains a simple proof of a result by M. Sekanina: every 
complete ortholattice has a representation as R(E,  r )  where E is a set, r is a 
closure operator on E with r~=(~ and R(E ,F )={Ac_E iA=FCFC(A)}  
(C(B) = E -B) .  Conversely, every R(E,  F) is a complete ortholattice. 
These representations are connected to a general theory of dualities developed 
by B. Davey and H. Werner. 
K.P. Kuhn has several examples that categorically Foulis semigroups are no 
good representation for orthomodular lattices. By embedding an arbitrary semi- 
group in a Foulis semigroup (which was suggested by R. Freese) he proves that 
the general word problem for Foulis semigroups i unsolvable. The work problem 
for orthomodular lattices is still open since their associated Foulis semigroups do 
not arise in the above fashion. 
The connection between Baer*-semigroups and orthomodulax lattices (quantum 
logics), found by D. Foulis, are used by H. IA4nger in studying quantum logic- 
concepts, as observables, tates, etc., now in a semigroup environment. 
(f) In G. Bruns [4] it is shown that every variety of modular ortholattices which 
is not contained in the variety generated by M02 contains the variety generated 
by M03. For the general situation in 'the lattice ~ of subvarieties of modular 
ortholattices little is known--it would be necessary to have more detailed infor- 
mation about the subdirect decomposition of the free Arguesian ortholattice. It is 
known that the varieties generated by M0n, for n =0, 1, 2, are a three element 
chain at the bottom of J/~ and that for every finite n the variety generated by 
M0(n + 1) covers the variety generated by M0n. 
R. Godowski [11, 12] gives, among other things, information about varieties of 
orthomodular lattices (OML) which are generated by OML's having specific sets 
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of states. An ultraproduct, called FAN, of the OML's FNS, 
a3 a 3 • 
FNS3 a n 
FNS. 
generates a variety which is not finitely based. FAN has a full set of dispersion 
free states. Every variety between ~ and Se is not firdtely based where Se is the 
variety (of OML) generated by OML's with a strong set of states and ~ is the 
variety generated by OML's with a full set of dispersion free states. ~:  consists 
exactly of the OML's with a full Set of dispersion free states. The class of OML's 
with a strong (full) set of states is not dosed under ultraproducts. For n ~> 3 there 
is an equation which holds in .9' but not in FNS,. In particular, there exists an 
infinite sequence of equations which hold in qg(/-/) for a Hilbert space H, but not 
in OML in general. 
R. Godowski and R. Greechie [13] present he inequality (equation) 
x<~ yv(y' ^ (yvx)^((z' ^(zvx)) 
v ((y v z)  ^  ((y'  ^  (y v x)) v (z '  ^  (z v x)))))) 
which is valid in the lattice qg (/4) of dosed subspaces of a Hilbert space H, but is 
not valid in ~.  This strengthens a result of A. Day which says that the 
ortho-arguesian identity holds in c~ (/_/) but not in .9'. The inequality (equation) 
X A (y V Z) <~ (X A (X' V y)) v (y' A (y V Z)) 
holds in ~;  but not in 5/'. They also give a set of equations which hold in ~r .  
R. Mayet has generalized the first result mentioned at Godowski [11]: there are 
2 ~o not finitely based varieties having a generating set of OML's with a specifically 
defined set of states ~ such that the cases ~ as in 5e, ~ as in ~r  and ~ as in 
OJ/~x are included. Here Od~l is generated by the OMS's L such that in ~ there 
exists for every p~L-{0} some a e~ satisfying a(p)= 1. He also showed 
,,..,~ ~Jl~l, 0.~1~ 0 ,~ , ~ ,~1~ 0 .~.~ where O.~s~ is the variety of OML's satisfy- 
ing A. Day's ortho-arguesian law. An example of the last mentioned non- 
inclusion is 
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2. Books 
Since the planned books by L. Beran and by Gensheimer-Kalmbach may still 
change their content I do not want to make comments on them. Neither do I want 
to discuss the J. yon Neumann 1937, Princeton manuscript of 223 pages since its 
I. Halperin [15] edition (which appeared in the Memoirs of the AMS) is just now 
available. Proofs are shorter than in the original version. The book of the 
physicists E. Beltrametti and G. CassineUi [1] The Logic of Quantum Mechanics 
is also new. The book of S. Maeda [20] is an introduction into lattice theory in its 
first chapter and contains in its second chapter basic results about quantum logics. 
There are several new results, due to S. Maeda,which are published nowhere 
elseDfor instance on a generalization of Gleason's theorem: A probability on an 
orthomodular or-lattice L is a map a from L into the real unit interval with 
a (1)= l  such that a(VA)=~a~Aot(a) holds for every countable, orthogonal 
subset A of L. Gleason proved his theorem for the orthomodular lattice of closed 
subspaces ~(H) of a Hilbert space H in case H is separable: 
For every probability ~ on ~(/-/) there exists a positive operator T of the trace 
class with tr (T)= 1 such that t~(P) = tr(PT) for every projection operator P on H 
and every such map tr(PT) (T as above) defines a measure on ~(/-/). 
Here we identity a projection operator and its image (element of ~ (/-/)) in H. 
Assuming the continuum hypothesis, Eilers and Horst had shown in 1975 that 
countable additivity of t~ implies complete additivity. S. Maeda now proved 
in his book: 
Let ~(H)  be the complete orthomodular lattice of projections on a Hilbert 
space H of dimension I>3. For a probability t~ on ~(/-/) the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) tx is completely additive; 
(ii) ~ has a support, i.e. there exists Q c~(H)  such that /~(Q)= 1 and if 
ix(P)= 1 then Q<~P; 
(iii) There exists avon  Neumann operator T with trace 1 such that t~(P)= 
tr(PT)--tr(TP) for every Pc  ~(H) .  
Further results shown in S. Maeda's book are: A probability/~ on an orthomodu- 
lax or-lattice L has a support itI/~ is completely additive and has the Jauch-Piron 
property: /~(a) = 0 =/~(b) impl ies/x(a vb)  = 0. In particular, if L is Boolean then 
/x has a support iff /~ is completely additive. Let At be the set of atoms of an 
atomic, orthomodular t -lattice L and assume that for every p c At there exists a 
probability on L whose support is p. (This condition holds, for instance, if L is 
Boolean.) For every p cAt  choose such a probability tr v with support p, and 
consider the set F of all formal sums a =Ep~At  c~ " Oglp such that COcR, %>~0 and 
CO ~ 0 for at most eotmtably many p. Let M be the subset of F consisting of all 
~p~At Ca," Oq, such that ~ c o = 1. The elements a of M can again be considered as 
probabilities on L if t~(x) is defined as ~p~At cO " Oq,(X); it is easy to see that a then 
actually is or-additive. It then holds that 
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(i) If a e M has a support p (an atom) then a =a v; 
(ii) M is a convex set and the set of extreme points coincides with {% I P is an 
atom}; 
('tii) M is full and strongly order determining; 
(iv) Every a ~ M has a support. 
Here M is strongly order determining if a<~b follows from the fact that a(a)= 1 
implies a (b)= 1 for every a in M. If L is Boolean then a v is uniquely determined 
by p and has the range {0, 1}. If L = ~ (H) for a separable Hilbert space H, then 
tr v is also uniquely determined by p. 
The book of Kalmbach [19]: From the list of 53 problems, collected at the 1979 
Oberwolfach meeting on Universal Algebra, nearly all are still open. Some more 
details about the book in general are: In 1936 G. Birkhoff, K. Husimi and J. yon 
Neumann invented two axiomatic, lattice-theoretical formalisms for quantum 
mechanics, the quantum logics and the continuous geometries. The projection 
lattices of Hilbert spaces and von Neumann algebras are taken as models for the 
new structures called onhomodular lattices. Their algebraic equations do not 
include the distributive law--if this is valid, they become Boolean algebras. 
In this book orthomodular lattices are studied at first in a lattice-theoretical 
setting which contains basic tools and a must of working knowledge. It culminates 
in their structure theory and in the study of their equational subclasses. In a 
chapter on Geometrical Aspects there is a lattice=theoretical proof of Kaplansky's 
theorem complete, modular ortholattices are continuous geometries. Also, dimen- 
sion functions and decompositions of dimension lattices in type I, II and III 
factors are studied here. In a chapter on Logical Aspects, the connections 
between a propositional language and its interpretations in orthomodular lattices 
are established, and the modus-ponens-axiomatization of orthomodular logic is 
presented. The Foulis-RandaU semantics, based on generalized probability 
spaces, are reviewed and the connections with measures and states are exhibited. 
Under the heading of Miscellaneous, there is a development of representation 
theory for orthomodular lattices via certain semigroups, as well as a report on 
programs computing various special orthomodular lattices. 
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